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Real-time numerical dosimetry of low-frequency electromagnetic
fields by using multipoles
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Computation of the internal electric field induced in the human body by low-frequency power systems is time consuming. We
compute an approximate solution in nearly-real time by using a reduced basis for the internal field. The basis is computed once
(off-line) by approximating the source by multipoles, the coefficients of which can be computed for any position of the human body
thanks to analytic translation and rotation formulas. The results are validated with respect of Finite Element (FEM) computation.

Index Terms—Dosimetry, Spherical harmonics, Finite elements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human exposure to electromagnetic fields is a source of
concern, and has to be limited in order to prevent health
adverse effects. In particular, guidelines have been developed
by ICNIRP [1], [2] and by IEEE [3]. Apart from differences
in the permitted levels and other details, these guidelines are
similar: both of them are two-tiers standards (different limites
are defined for workers and general population) and only well
known short term effects of exposure to electromagnetic fields
have been considered in the definition of the limits. At low
frequencies (under 100 kHz) the only acknowledged direct
adverse effect is nerve stimulation. Basic restriction (BR) are
given in terms of non measurable internal fields, namely the
electric field [1], [3] and the current density [2]. In order to
provide more practical limits to the exposure, reference levels
(RL) for the magnetic field are defined. The respect of RL
guarantees the compliance with BR as well; in the opposite
case, internal fields have to be computed numerically. Hence
it is important to quantify the internal electric field induced in
the human body by external fields.

At low frequency magnetic exposure, the standard assump-
tions are that displacement currents are negligible, and the
secondary magnetic field generated by induced currents in the
human body is negligible as well [4]. By the way, the fact
that the reaction field is negligible is one of the reasons for
which, so far, it has been impossible to validate experimentally
dosimetric computations. In most cases, the equation which is
numerically solved in the human body Ω is:

div[σ(jωa + grad v)] = 0 ; n · j = 0 on ∂Ω (1)

where ω = 2πf is the pulsation, v is an unknown electric
scalar potential, σ is the conductivity of tissues [5] and a is a
known source magnetic vector potential which can be either
computed numerically if a model of the source is available, or
determined from available measurements [4], [6], [7]. Equation
(1) is most often solved by using the SPFD [8], FIT [9] or
FEM method [10], [11]. The main reason which hinders using
FEM in dosimetric computations is the difficulty of generating
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a quality non conform mesh of the human body. Unfortunately,
such computations are time-consuming, as the human body has
to be discretized in detail, and problems with several millions
of unknowns have to be solved for each exposure situation.
One way to solve this issue is to use GPUs to speed-up the
inversion of the linear system, which is the dominant step in
dosimetric computations [12].

In this work we present a numerical dosimetry method
based on reduced basis, by which real-time computations
can be foreseen. The method itself is presented in section
II. Application to a simplistic test-case and a more realistic
wireless charging system (WCS) for vehicles are presented in
section III.

II. METHOD

The computational strategy is illustrated in figure 1. The
source is modelled as an equivalent external source multipole
[13], the coefficients of which q(s)n can be obtained either by
fitting it from experimental or numerical data:

a(s)(x) =
N∑
n=0

q(s)n a(s)n(x)

=

L∑
l=1

l∑
m=−l

q
(s)
lm

µ0

l + 1
r−(l+1)

√
l(l + 1)Xlm(x) (2)

This external multipole allows to compute a(s), and hence
b(s) = curla(s) outside a sphere of radius Rs. Starting
from this multipole, a second multipole of the same order
is obtained:

a(v)(x) =

N∑
n=0

q(v)n a(v)(x)

=

L∑
l=1
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m=−l

q
(v)
lm
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This second multipole is an internal one, that is it allows to
compute a(v) and b(v) = curla(v) inside a sphere or radius
Rv centered on the “victim” (aka the human body). As such,
this method can be used as long as: i) the source and the victim
are both entirely contained inside their respective validity
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the methodology

spheres, ii) the two spheres don’t intersect, iii) the space where
the magnetic field is computed by using multipoles doesn’t
contain any magnetic material or electrical current. By using
(3) into (1) one sees that the electric field inside the human
body writes:

e =
∑
n

q(v)n en (4)

where en = −jωa(v)n−grad vn are the elements of a reduced
basis, which can be computed off-line by solving:

div[σ(jωa(v)n + grad vn)] = 0 (5)

The key point is that the coefficients q(v)n of this internal
(victim) multipole can be obtained practically at no cost
from the coefficients q

(s)
n of the source multipole. Hence,

after having identified the source multipole, it is possible
to compute the coefficients q(v)n and then, by using (4), the
internal electric field for any position of the human body,
provided that conditions i–iii hold. In this work (5) is solved
by the FEM method by using the software GetDP [14], [10],
but any other method can be used as well.

III. APPLICATIONS

In order to assess the effectiveness and the accuracy of the
method, we performed some preliminary tests with a spherical
phantom, then we simulated a more realistic situation with an
anatomical phantom exposed to the stray field of a WCS. In all
computations, the results obtained by (4) have been compared
with a reference computation, performed by solving directly
(1) with the true magnetic vector potential a.

In our work, the source magnetic field and vector potential
have been obtained numerically by classical FEM modelling
of the source.

A. Preliminary test

In order to perform some preliminary tests, we simulated
the exposure of a spherical homogeneous phantom (radius =
1 m, conductivity = 1 S/m) to the field generated by a circular
coil (radius = 0.1 m, current I = 1 A). The center of the coil
is at 1.5 m from the center of the sphere. The axis of the coil

Fig. 2. Relative error as a function of the order of the multipole. The red
line represents the 5% threshold.

Fig. 3. Minimum order of multipoles required to achieve an accuracy of 5%
as a function of the distance between the centers of the coil and of the sphere.

coincides with a symmetry axis of the sphere. The magnetic
field to which the victim is exposed is computed by using
(3), and compared with the reference solution. The relative
error E on the magnetic energy with respect of the order L of
multipoles is plotted figure 2:

E =

∣∣∣∑n
q(v)
n

2µ0

∫
|| curla(v)n||2 − 1

2µ0

∫
|| curla||2

∣∣∣
1

2µ0

∫
|| curla||2

(6)

We observe that in this configuration a minimum order L = 5
(that is, 15 terms of the reduced basis) is enough to obtain a
relative error of less than 5%.

Figure 3 represents the minimum order L of multipoles
which is required to achieve an accuracy of at least 5%.
Without surprise, it can be observed that the closer the source,
the higher is the minimum order. However, notice that a
multipole of the 8th order corresponds to only 36 terms of
the reduced basis, which is still acceptable.

The observed speed-up with respect to a standard resolution
is of approximately 60. Notice that the computation performed
with GetDP which is a stable and optimized software, whereas
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Fig. 4. Low-order terms of the reduced basis of the electric field (from left to right: ||e(1,−1)||, ||e(1,1)|| and ||e(1,0)|| on the surface of the body).

our code is still being developed; hence a higher speed up can
be foreseen.

B. Wireless charging system

WCS of electrical vehicles is a promising technology. The
issue of involuntary exposure to stray fields generated by WCS
systems is a hot topic which is being actively investigated [12],
[15], [16], [17]. We simulated the exposure of an adult close
to a WCS coil, which is representative of existing devices. The
WCS is composed of two coils at a distance of 10 cm each
other, located on the floor. The human body is standing aside
the coils. Due to the constraints of applicability i–iii), so far
it has not been possible to simulate the presence of the car
body.

The computational phantom used in computations is Alvar
[18]. Starting from the voxel dataset, a non conform tetrahedral
mesh has been meshed by using in-house code programmed
with Matlab and C++ by using CGAL [19]. The mesh is
composed of 1.96M nodes and 41 distinct tissues, which have
been modelled by taking into account their own conductivities
[5]. A few terms of the reduced basis are depicted in figure
4. It this work, the reduced basis for the anatomical phantom
is limited to the 3rd order, that is 9 terms only.

Each computation by using the reduced basis (4) took
approximately 15 s, compared to 3056 s for a standard com-
putation (the observed speed-up is about 200). The relative
error on the internal electric field ||e||, and the maximum, 99%
percentile and average value of ||e|| are displayed in figure 5.
It is observed that in some organs it can be very high, notably
in the cerebellar grey matter (60%) and in the white matter
(40%). However, this is only a numerical problem which is
due to the fact that in these organs the electric field is very
low. This is confirmed by the fact that in organs where the

electric field is high, the relative error is comparatively very
low (approximately 5% for the fat and muscles, which are the
two tissues with the higher field).

IV. CONCLUSION

We developed a method which allows to compute in nearly
real-time the internal electric field induced in the human
body by low-frequency electrical appliances. The method has
been tested with a simplified geometry of the human body
(a sphere) and with a realistic anatomical phantom. We find
that the results are reasonably close to a reference solution,
computed by FEM. In particular, we observe that the relative
error is of the order of 5% in the organs where the electric
field is high, which is acceptable, given that the true solution
is unknown due to the large uncertainty on conductivities
of organs, especially at low frequency [5]. The order L of
the reduced basis required to achieve a given accuracy (for
instance 1%) depends on the source and of the distance of the
victim from it. Hence it is impossible to determine L for any
generic source / position of the victim.

The conditions of applicability i–iii) hinder the usage of this
computational strategy in cases where the victim is very close
to the source of field, which of course is a very interesting case.
Several strategies can be foreseen to overcome this problem.
One could adopt a different reduced basis, for instance by
using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [20]. The ad-
vantage of such a solution would be to remove the constraints
on the relative positions of the source and the victim. By
using this approach the computation of the coefficients q(v)n

from q
(s)
n would be less straighforward. However this is not

a real problem, because the solution of the linear system still
dominates the overall computational effort [12].
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Fig. 5. Relative error on the electric field ||e|| (left) and max., 99% percentile and average ||e|| (right) for each organ. Arrows highlight the following tissues:
cerebellar grey matter (blue), fat (red), lungs (green) and white matter (light green).

A different option could be to cover the victim by using
a number K of spheres, and to compute the source term (3)
on each sphere indepentendly. This approach would allow to
compute seamlessly the coefficients q

(v)
n,k with k ∈ [1;K],

but rises the issue of how to deal with the junctions between
individual spheres.

Another improvement would be to take into account the
anisotropy of muscles, white matter and possibly other tissues.
Notice that this is not an issue from the numerical point of
view (the problem is still linear): the real problem is to obtain
and to deal with the anatomical information about anisotropy.
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